



Transverse DisplaceI阻entof a Microrobot Levitating by Vibration 
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Abstract Friction control by the use ofthe vibration of a piezoelectric element is used in active bearings. The aim 
of this report is to propose a transverse displacement of a microrobot which levitates in air by the vibration. The 
advantages ofthis work are (i) the microrobot itselfvibrates and levitates， (i) the barycentric position ofthe microrobot 
changes the moving direction， and (ii) the microrobot can move in any directions. This report shows the structure ofthe 
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Figure 1: Microrobot with the mechanism which can 















Figure 2・ Schematic diagram of the principle of 













































Fi忠Jre4: Th巴circuitwhich measures the contact between 
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Figure 6: Experimental 
microrobot. From top to bottom， gate signal for levitation， 
voltage applied to the piezo， levitation measurement and 














































































Figure 8: Levitation with 2-DOF motion mechanism. 
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Figure 7: A sequence of photographs with one degre巴 of
freedom motion m巴chanism.(A) the magnet is at the center， 
(B) the magnet is at the right， (C) the robot moves rightwordコ
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Figure 9: A sequence of photographs with 乙DOFmotion 
mechanism. Two weight magnets are on the right side of 
the pipe， and the center of gravity is right-hand side ofthe 
robot. The robot slides to the right. The interval of the 
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